Abstract. This article from introduce Feynman's disc paradox, the electromagnetic field energy and momentum conservation, For passive electromagnetic field's momentum flow and mechanical momentum of physical movement electrically charged particles transformation research, Passive electromagnetic field and electromagnetic field charged particles form always electromagnetic field To realize the electromagnetic momentum and electromagnetic momentum mechanical momentum transform mechanical momentum of electrically charged particles, Increase charged mechanical momentum of the system，Reduce electromagnetic momentum and flow of the electromagnetic momentum, To keep the electric system of mechanical momentum increment, System should be continuously added electromagnetic momentum and flow of the electromagnetic momentum, Continuous provide charged system of mechanical power, To solve the question of the motive forces of the deep sky long voyages, provide power theory foundation for development of large-scale universe.
The dynamics of Feynman's disc paradox inference
Feynman's disc paradox of reason is the law of conservation of momentum transfer of electromagnetic field.Show that under certain conditions, Electromagnetic angular momentum will into mechanical angular momentum, Into the whole process of the system total angular momentum remains the same, This shows that the space can happen electromagnetic induction electromagnetic field and charged system，Converts electromagnetic momentum or electromagnetic momentum flow mechanical momentum, Will also be part of the electromagnetic energy is converted to mechanical energy, This system, the change of the electromagnetic momentum, There is also a general Lorentz force ( f E J B ρ = + ×     ) and the role of space electromagnetic flow momentum.The increase of system of mechanical momentum is equal to the space electromagnetic momentum and space electromagnetic momentum flow decreases, We concluded that electromagnetic field momentum space can be converted into mechanical momentum, Electromagnetic field as a form of the existence of matter, It has the energy, momentum and angular momentum, And you can with other forms of energy, momentum and angular momentum transformation, In the process of transformation should follow the law of conservation of their own, Feynman's disc is one of the important example involving the conversion, Feynman's proposed is a basic principle of electromagnetic field and field charged particles in the system of the general principle of conservation of angular momentum and momentum transfer.We can draw the following conclusion:
Feynman's disc system consists of power supply, long and thin solenoid conductor, With the charge of balls; Power supply Feynman's disc system of space electromagnetic field, Provide the electric field with the charge of the ball, the total electromagnetic field in the local space.
Feynman's disk system in space electromagnetic field change before and after the comply with the conservation of momentum and energy conservation.
Feynman's disk system mechanical momentum is derived from the momentum and momentum of the electromagnetic field flow of transformation.
Power is the carrier of energy and momentum, Other forms of mechanical momentum and energy stored in the power carrier, power electromagnetic energy released by a certain form of circuit, Electromagnetic energy, electromagnetic momentum and electromagnetic angular momentum, total energy, momentum remains the same in the system.
Power stored in Feynman;s disc system part of momentum and energy into mechanical energy and momentum, Size is determined by the power supply.
Electromagnetic field only electromagnetic momentum and conservation of momentum in the infinite space mechanical momentum transformation，In local space, want to consider the effect of the electromagnetic momentum flow，By improving the circuit in the system，Will be more stable than Feynman disc system and constant mechanical momentum ， The space electromagnetic momentum flow conversion system mechanical momentum of the generator.
In this paper, we study mainly reflects in: Space electromagnetic field system was put forward momentum flow mechanism and the principle of electromagnetic momentum transfer into a mechanical momentum, Enriched the electromagnetic momentum and flow of the electromagnetic momentum and momentum and electromagnetic energy and mechanical energy conversion between mechanical theory.
Space electromagnetic momentum flow conversion system mechanical momentum principle
Above Feynman's disc system summary provides us a new way of thinking, Its difference with light pressure propulsion principle, Through the analysis of the electromagnetic momentum flow into mechanical momentum to drive the system movement, Rather than rely on the change of the electromagnetic momentum to transfer momentum, Similar to traditional motor principle, Through the magnetic field is the nature of the magnetic field force to conduction current, The transition of electromagnetic momentum flow system mechanical momentum, The force is called ampere force, It can do is work, Can also do positive work，Is the generator principle and principle of motor，Unlike traditional motor principle is the magnetic field is not the magnet object and excitation coil, etc.
Is provided by the magnetic field in electromagnetic waves, Thus eliminating the reaction of magnets and excitation coil，System object into a local space electromagnetic field and current system of one-on-one，Different from system composed of the motor and motor rotor and total electromagnetic field, In the system through a certain form of circuit and power supply conditions, The space electromagnetic mechanical momentum of the momentum flow into the system, To drive system movement.
In this paper, the research content and discovery
Standing wave electromagnetic field and there are interactions between a charged system.To force field of the electric system, A charged system after stress, Change its momentum, Standing wave at the same time the corresponding changes in the state of the electromagnetic field itself also.In fact, When the standing wave electromagnetic field coverage on the charged object, Charged particles in the system by the standing wave effect of electromagnetic field, The whole charged objects by electromagnetic force.After mechanical object, Its momentum change, Electromagnetic standing wave also changed its space motion state.In the process of this interaction, Standing wave electromagnetic flow momentum is transferred to a charged object, At the same time, the electromagnetic momentum of standing wave also corresponding change.Because standing wave electromagnetic field also and all other objects, have the momentum, And directly affect the occurrence of standing wave field of momentum and energy transfer to produce mechanical momentum and energy, The contribution of this paper research work mainly reflects in:This paper presents a standing wave electromagnetic field flow momentum transfer theory, It first from power transmission system to the specific circuit system, Electromagnetic momentum flow in the cavity body space, Electromagnetic induction and conduction current before and after, Through the general Lorentz force，The electromagnetic momentum flow mechanical momentum transfer, Enriched the electromagnetic and mechanical momentum, momentum between electromagnetic energy and mechanical energy conversion theory;Found the stable and effective mechanism of electromagnetic force, Innovation on electromagnetic flow momentum transfer to the theory of electromagnetic force, This wireless electromagnetic propulsion theory provides a foundation for further research and basis;Obtained can directly implement standing wave electromagnetic momentum, and energy to the mechanical momentum and mechanical energy conversion of the conclusion.
Conclusion
All electromagnetic induction phenomena available Lorentz magnetic force to make a comprehensive and accurate physical interpretation, Whether metal electrons cut magnetic field lines or magnetic linear cutting metal electrons, Its physical essence are charge by Lorentz magnetic force，From the electric field and charge density, magnetic field and the general Lorentz force density of current density, Demonstrated under a certain condition in electromagnetic wave between electromagnetic field and the current system can generate stable effective electromagnetic force, In a standing wave electromagnetic field flow momentum and energy is converted to mechanical momentum and mechanical energy.The electromagnetic wave is a kind of special material, But it is just like ordinary matter, Also has the momentum and energy, And can with ordinary matter, momentum and energy conversion, And meet the momentum and energy conservation.It is through electromagnetic we also in the process of the interaction between wave and current systems and electromagnetic current standing wave of momentum, energy and mechanical momentum of the current system and mechanical energy transformation, To get to know and obtain the electromagnetic interaction between standing wave and current system of mechanical and electrical.Dynamic principle of electromagnetic space are obtained, The results for the development of mechanics, electricity dynamics, MEMS technology, technical advance of the new theory of the guiding role of aeronautics and astronautics, Can also be used in deep space motor power and massive cosmic development theoretical basis.
